the analvttc tnvlsctd solutions. The correct {uternal and external boundary laver behavior ts observed~due to an tnherent feature of the scheme mhtch automatlcal1v produces uPwlnd dtfferenctng tn 1nvtsctd regions and the correct V1SCOUS behavior tn viscous regions. In fluid dynamics it is common to obtain the timeindependent solutions to these problems by solving the time dependent problem for large times.
In this paper we instead study (I.I) by a tlme-lndependent finite difference equation to which rather standard iterative methods will be shown to apply.
A large variety of finite difference methods can be employed to solve this problem in the sense that if u(_,h) indicates the solution of a finite difference scheme in which h is a typical mesh length then u(v,h Many of the essential facts concerning the relationship of the solution u(v) of (I.i) with the "physically relevant" solution u0 of (1.4) are suggested by formal singular perturbation arguments. Specifically, in the limit u + 0, we expect that the solution u(u) of (I.i) converges to the "physical" weak solution u 0 of (1.4) and boundary layers arise on the complement of r0 in F, i.e., that part of F on which no boundary data is required for the inviscid problem for u 0.
The use of finite difference schemes to calculate the solution u(_) in qx -q(ex)' qy -q(ey).
The simple behaviour of p(6), q(e) are shown in Figure 3 . 
where
Following the method outlined in Phillips and Rose [2] consider two neighboring cells _ij and _i+l,j having the common values ui+l/2,j and vi+i/2,j associated with their common side. Clearly
Vi+l_ ,j = (_x + Ax)Vi,j = (Bx -Ax)Vi+l,J so that
Similarly considering the value wi,j+i/2 common to cells _i,j and we also have _i,j+l
Using This nonlinear example was suggested by our colleague E. Tadmor to test the ability of the scheme to converge to the correct "physical" inviscld solution for a problem with an infinite range of formal inviscid solutions.
We consider 2 3 f=u, g=u.
The test case has an expansion fan attached to a shock 0.8
The boundary conditionsfor the finite differencesolutionare 0 u(9,h) = u on all four sides so that the only sharp gradientsoccur at the shock. Figure 9 shows contour plots of u(9,h) for fixed P and decreasing h.
In (a) the shock is indistinguishable from the expansion fan but in (c) the difference is obvious, and it is also clear that the numerical solution is convergingto the physical inviscid solution. Thus when T is small the error E is due not to the second order truncation but due rather to the viscous smearing of the contactdiscontinuity. Table II The error analysis shows that E has two components, E1 due to shock smearing, and E 2 due to an incorrect shock angle. The two error components have the same order of magnitude when p~h°_ . 
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The experimentsreported in the previous section suggest that the compact scheme (2.2) provides an effectivemeans of approximatingboth u(9) and u0 and that the relationship between these solutions which are suggested by singular perturbationarguments is maintained, as indicated by Figure i , by the finite difference scheme as well. A fact of potential practical
importanceis that boundary layers can be confined to a single computational cell. This feature is a relevant factor as well in selectingthe conservative form of (2.2) instead of the nonconservatlveform (we remark in passing that it would have been preferableto have treatedthe terms p_, q6 in (2.2)by 6p, 6q instead).
Finally, the fact that the flux-ellminatedequations (3.4) can be treated by a Gauss-Seldeliteratlvemethod indicatesthat a wide variety of more rapid Iteratlvemethods can also be employed. In contrast,the use of tlme-stepplng methods to obtain u(9) or u0 can be seen to result in a more slowly convergentJaeobl-typeiterationscheme.
